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A Leadership Guide
Introduction
This presentation focuses on leadership in the Covid-19
pandemic and on developing new leadership for new times
Aims
1. To help leaders make sense of their pandemic
responses
2. To act as a guide for future practice.
It draws on two influences
a) Lacan’s theory of Logical time & his three moments, as a way of
thinking about how “intersubjective time structures human action”
(Lacan in Ecrits)
b)

The theory & practice of Eco-Leadership
developed by Western. S 2008, 2012, 2019

A Leadership Guide
What is leadership?
This presentation addresses leaders beyond heroicindividual leadership models, and beyond C-suite
leaders or politicians with position power………
Leadership is much more!
Leadership is a fluid, distributed entity moving
between leaders and followers, and between
individuals and collectives.
Leadership needs to be liberated from the confining
norms that reproduce the same power-elites.
The future is Eco-Leadership!

Leaders and followers in fluid networks

A Leadership Guide
Covid-19 Context – an Ecosystem
Covid-19 Ecosystem “nature-humanity-technology”
“Covid-19 Pandemic is not nature acting as an external force, but
‘nature-humanity-technology’ acting together.”
Covid-19 is a result of an ecosystem….
Covid-19 evolved within a network consisting of animals and humans,
viruses and marketplaces, urban density and social etiquettes,
political actions and decisions, economic practices, globalised trade, mass
travel and digital information networks……....A stable network formed
allowing the new virus to become a pandemic.”
To Cite: Western 2020 Covid-19 an intrusion of the Real: The unconscious unleashes its truth

https://www.academia.edu/42201252/Covid-19_An_intrusion_of_the_Real_The_unconscious_unleashes_its_Truth

An Ecosystem Event demands an Eco-Leadership response

Get me
from
A to B!

The Three Moments of
Leadership Covid-19

Problem -------------to--------------Solution

Linear 20th century mindsets dominate present leadership practice. Leaders identify a goal then plan
how to get there
But what happens when leaders face problems that are not linear A to B?

The First Moment
Global
Pandemic!

The Instance
of the Glance

??
Immediate reaction
to new huge
challenge
Reaction 1. Denial
It’s not so bad…….
Keep calm and keep
going…… its their
problem not mine..

Reaction 2. Re-Actionism
Do something quick……..anything!
Make the problem fit existing solutions
..its becoming my problem..!! ”We must
protect growth….no lockdown!”

Reaction 3. Insights
The immediacy of the glance
can also reveal new insights…
.. These immediate insights
often get lost due to denial
and reactionism….but they
are vital as they shed light on
future actions

The First Moment
Global
Pandemic!

The Instance
of the Glance

??
Hope that approach from
existing repertoire will work…

Realisation

Existing approaches
will not work….

Something new
is required

The Second Moment

Global
Pandemic!

?

?

The Time for
Understanding

?
Take thoughtful action to mitigate
immediate challenge whilst also……

A Time for Understanding
Best practice leadership
moves speedily from an
initial reactive response,
to the second moment …

A time for ‘containing leadership’
Containing fight-flight, reactive and
defensive responses to allow
thinking

Leaders create a ‘holding
environment’
Creating spaces to enable
‘thinking in the face of anxiety’

Global
Pandemic!
This is much
more
complex

The Second Moment
Perhaps
there is no
solution!

Realisation
Searching for new knowledge
and resources – using
existing mindsets and
methods

The Time for
Understanding

Adapting existing
approaches to find new
solutions… we are stuck in
fixed mindsets

The way we think is the
problem! There is something
missing- a gap!
We must let go of the linear
‘problem-solution method’ &
manage our anxiety when faced
with not-knowing …
Developing thought leadership
that can break out of our limited
responses…

Global
Pandemic!

The Third Moment
The Time for
Concluding

The time for understanding has concluded! Many
leaders step back to 2nd and 1st moments at this point.
Repeating old ways and/or being reactive. Stepping
into the 3rd moment takes courage – it means putting
yourself on the line- being open to the unknown to reimagine a new future

Utilising the time of understanding fully
Acknowledging Lack- ‘not-knowing’ &
working with ambiguity.
Leading with eco-mindsets engaging
with wider influences beyond the norm,
& collaborating to work ethically for the
‘good society’

Global
Pandemic!

Covid-19 is a
symptom as well as a
problem…
It cannot be solved as
an independent
problem

The Third Moment

Covid-19 is a symptom of our
‘Precarious, inter-dependent
connectedness’ … reflected
in the climate crisis, digital
revolution & economicglobalization.. All of which
require new approaches…

The Time
for
Concluding

Leadership moves from Control and
Messiah Leadership to Eco-Leadership
approaches
Distributing leadership everywhere
Working with uncertainty
Participative & systemic approaches

3 moments demand different leadership responses
The instance of the glance,

How will I
respond?

A time for understanding,

A time for concluding

Leaders who work with an understanding of the 3 moments, can
observe their reactions and learn to work in new ways…
The instance of the glance-being aware of the seductions to dive into
fight-flight and other reactive responses…. Leaders can mitigate against
‘bad faith’ actions and assess what the first glance can open up..

Fully engaging with the time for understanding allows leaders to draw on diverse
resources, collaborate, listen, draw on new resources & reconfigure the problem,
letting go of reductionist problem-solution thinking.
The time for concluding is not finding a neat solution, but to step into unknowns, being
honest about the gaps in knowledge and the limitations. Acknowledging there is no perfect
solution… and realizing that new challenges will always emerge…. there will always be gaps,
and the work is emergent. To act is always a leap of faith….. It takes courage!

An Eco-leadership response
The 3 moments helps us to address the phases of leadership response
We now need a new
compass to guide
our future
leadership!

He needs
Eco-Leadership!

The Four Discourses of Leadership
Taken from Western S. (2019) Leadership a critical text 3rd ed Sage pub

What is Eco-leadership?
Eco-Leadership is a new theory and practice of organizational leadership developed by
Dr Simon Western and first published in 1st ed of Leadership a critical text
2008 (Sage). Eco-Leadership describes an emerging
leadership discourse, following the Controller,
Therapist and Messiah
discourses (Western 2019).

Dr Western has published numerous
books and articles on
Eco-Leadership and has developed
coaching and Eco-Leadership
development approaches see www.analyticnetwork.com
Eco-Leadership – Western S. Leadership a critical text Sage (2008, 2013, 2019)

Eco-leadership embraces the 3 moments
Why Eco-Leadership?
The Instance of the Glance: Eco-leaders are ‘vaccinated against reactivity’.
This is an opportunity to look awry-to see from a different perspective…
Being prepared for emergent thinking and adaption

The Time for Understanding – Eco-leadership offers containment + thinking

Analyzing the urgency Eco-Leaders strategically mobilize the other discourses, drawing on the
Therapist discourse to offer emotional containment, and the Controller discourse to contain damage.
Capturing the essence revealed by the instance of the glance, Eco-leaders work & learn from the edge,
looking awry to see disruptions and patterns. The eco-mindset engages with the external ecosystem,
collaborating with new ideas and responses and learning from best (and worse) practice.

A Time for Concluding- Eco-Leadership….. Everybody-on-the-Line!
Acting in good faith, leaders putting themselves on the line to act….. This is usually attributed to
Messiah Leaders, heroic individual leaders, yet what is required is much more powerful..a leadership
response from all citizens and employees. Eco-Leadership distributes leadership that is bound together by
a value system and social purpose …. We are all leaders, all followers and all accountable …

Collaboration
Participation
Shared Value

Social purpose
Ecosystem
Mindsets

Re-thinking value and Purpose
To ‘act in ‘good faith’ to create
the ‘good society’…… beyond
short term gain

The Third Moment
Unleash leadership
everywhere!

Liberating leadership from
top-down control and
reductionist mindsets.
Engaging with hybrid
ecosystems made up of
people, technology, nature.

Time for
Concluding

Embracing Eco-Leadership
Social Purpose
Participative organizations
Eco-system Mindsets

Eco-leadership – a north star guiding leadership responses

Eco-leadership: A leadership theory for disruptive times
A Leadership practice for our networked society
•

Eco-Leadership theory and practice has been developed, tried and
tested for over a decade in diverse workplaces all over the world

•

Eco-Leadership is a response to the disruptive ecosystems in which we
work and live…. Hybrid ecosystems consisting of human society,
technology and nature

•

Eco-Leadership has been preparing for climate crisis,
for technological disruptions and for dramatic social and economic
transformation ….

Eco-Leadership has been preparing for this pandemic for years…
by preparing and working with the other major disruptions
We have emergent leadership theory and practice… ready to go!

Eco-leadership: Purpose, Participation, Eco-mindsets
Developing a clear social purpose that guides, creates shared-value,
engages, motivates and sustains the work beyond short-term gain and
shareholder profit
Creating participative organizations, distributing leadership widely,
collaborating across boundaries - within and beyond organizations,
blurring follower-leader roles, engaging leadership from the edge and
unleashing leadership, talent and potential everywhere
Developing eco-mindsets, thinking systemically, engaging with
technology, people and nature as a holistic ecosystem.
Working with internal workplace ecosystems and the external ecosystems
that impact our work, and are impacted by our work.

Eco-leadership: tips for leaders now!
Undertake a Network Analysis….
Map the network to discover…
Where in the network can we ‘make a difference that makes the
difference’?
Which nodes and clusters in the network can mobilise change?
Where in the network are points of resistance that require action?
Where in the network does hidden power exist…?
Who and what can we connect together to unleash new thinking?
Where are the gaps/lack? Discovering lack will reveal new desiresnew opportunities

Eco-leadership: tips for leaders now!
Contain anxiety for self and teams, to avoid denial or fight-flight responses
Lead with eco-mindset – think connectivity, how can technology, people and our
working environment be more integrated and impactful together?
What patterns in our emotional and cultural ecosystems hinder or harness
creativity and positive change?
Small changes lead to bigger changes, eco-systems have self-managing capacitieshow to nurture them and unleash them and ourselves from Controlling practices?
Re-configuring the problem- to look awry at problem - reframe challenges in
new & more systemic ways – welcome outsider perspectives

Eco-leadership: tips for leaders now !
•

Be open to emergent opportunities that arise

•

Be open to not-knowing and working with ambiguity

•

Develop associative awareness – allow the unconscious to speak its truth..

•

Be open to non-linear consequences……

One CEO who focused on attaining a zero-carbon footprint was amazed by the
unexpected rise in innovation and employee engagement that impacted on
other areas- such as new product design, new business models & recruitment
and retention of talent.

On-Line Leadership Masterclasses
Tailored for Teams and Open-Programme Available
A Leadership Guide: Pandemic and Beyond
Delivered by Webinar in four modules
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Instance of the Glance – Leadership response
A Time for Understanding – Leadership response
A Time for Concluding – Leadership response
Introduction to Eco-Leadership – The future of
leadership

Includes a personal leadership profile report

The Four Discourses of Leadership
Delivered by Webinar in six modules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction –Leadership a critical perspective?
The Controller Discourse
The Therapist Discourse
The Messiah Discourse
The Eco-Leadership Discourse
Eco-Leadership Applications

Includes a personal leadership profile report
For more information contact
Simon@analyticnetwork.com

For on-line development, coaching and training
Develop Eco-Leadership Cultures www.analyticnetwork.com
•

Analytic-Network Advanced Coach Training (for coaches/ consultants/leaders)

•

BANC IT! Accelerated Eco-Leadership Course – personalised coach-led learning

•

Individual and Team Eco-Supervision Plus

•

1-1 Eco-Leadership Coaching

• Leadership Profiling Tool www.hiddenleadership.com
Which approach dominates your leadership….
Controller, Therapist, Messiah or Eco-Leadership?
Tailored programmes and interventions designed with you to deliver
Eco-Leadership cultures …. Start now!

Join a like-minded community of change agents
If you identify with our purpose at Analytic-Network Coaching ltd
‘To coach leaders to act in good faith to create the good society’

Then join our Edgy Ideas Network
& listen to our podcast
Click here!

www.analyticnetwork.com

Eco-Leadership
Publications
available on Amazon

Contact simon@analyticnetwork.com
www.analyticnetwork.com
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